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South African off-spec
coal prices launch
What’s steering trade flows?
India took 60% of Richards Bay Coal Terminal exports in the
first half of this year. Demand, especially for NAR 5,500 kcal/
kg and min NAR 5,700 kcal/kg grades, increased due to South
African coal’s price advantage against other origins.
In Pakistan, industrial consumption has eased with slower
domestic cement demand and a weakening rupee.

Power Hub Generation’s 1.32GW Balochistan plant coming
on line this year — supporting demand for South African and
Indonesian coal.
In Northeast Asia, fossil fuel demand in Japan and South Korea has been curtailed by rising nuclear availability
South Korean coal capacity has been restricted amid a government drive to improve air quality, but restrictions eased in
June-August.

But power-sector seaborne imports have grown, with China

India driving South African coal exports
Total 1H 2019 exports: 35.84mn t
YoY change: +0.27mn t

India
1H 2019: 21.43mn t
+3.51
Pakistan
1H 2019: 5.13mn t
+0.39

Europe
1H 2019: 1.38mn t
+0.05

Bangladesh
1H 2019: 0.32mn t
+0.15

Middle East
1H 2019: 1.38mn t
+0.37

Sri Lanka
1H 2019: 0.36mn t
-0.67

North Africa
1H 2019: 0.65mn t
+0.08

Latin America
1H 2019: 0mn t
-0.13

West Africa
1H 2019: 0.43mn t
+0.17

East Africa
1H 2019: 1.14mn t
-0.05

Southern Africa
1H 2019: 0.26mn t
+0.01

Myanmar
1H 2019: 0.03mn t
+0.03

South Asia
1H 2019: 27.27mn t
+3.41

Northeast Asia
1H 2019: 2.47mn t
-3.76

Southeast Asia
1H 2019: 0.87mn t
+0.46

Richards Bay
Coal Terminal

Coal
illuminating the markets
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Australian coal prices have become increasingly competitive
in South Korea amid Chinese restrictions on Australian coal
imports, making South African coal less attractive in the region.

RBCT export destinations in 1H 2019
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In Vietnam, the power sector has recently sought some South
African coal, which has a lower volatile matter than its Indonesian counterpart.

NE Asia, 7%

European demand for coal delivered to Amsterdam-Rotterdam
has eased amid high port stocks and a competitive edge for
gas plants in Germany’s merit order.

Pakistan, 14%

India, 60%

Argus launches new price and updated methodology for Richards Bay coal assessments
Argus Media has revised its methodology for the assessment of off-specification South African coals shipped out of
Richards Bay to improve price transparency.
Market participants exposed to off-specification coals predominantly negotiate prices as differentials to Argus/
McCloskey API 4 derivatives contracts. Price differentials now form the basis for Argus’s off-specification Richards Bay
price methodologies.
As a result of this change, Argus is assessing the weekly price as a differential to API 4 derivatives prices accompanied
by an outright fixed-price assessment based on the assessed differentials, thereby creating a representative market value
for South African off specification coals.
The revision further enhances price transparency as, in addition to the spot prices, Argus is assessing market value for
the two individual front months that define the loading window being assessed, using market data received from diverse
market participants.
Argus also launches a new off-specification price assessment — fob Richards Bay NAR 4,800 kcal/kg — using the
revised methodology.
This enhanced suite of price assessments allows consumers of South African coal to identify the most competitive
grade for their needs, as well as identify arbitrage opportunities.
These prices are published as part of Coal Daily International, an indispensable report containing the latest prices,
news and analysis for the global thermal coal market.
Try it out today. Click here for a free sample report.
Fob Richards Bay off-specification weekly price assessments
Assessment
NAR 5,700

NAR 5,500
NEW
NAR 4,800

NCV (kcal/kg)

Sulphur

Ash

Total moisture

Volatile matter

Typical

6,000

<1%

11-18%

<13%

21-28%

Rejection limit

<5,700

>1%

>18%

>13%

<21% or >28%

Typical

5,500

0.80%

20-25%

Rejection limit

<5,200

>1%

>25%

>14%

<20%

Typical

4,800

<1%

26%

Rejection limit

<4,500

>1%

>32%

>14%

<17.5%

Cargo size
25,000-50,000t

50,000-150,000t

25,000-150,000t
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